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Your Human Google Maps Assistant

Search

Diane Rabreau is your personal Google Maps search assistant. If you ever come across anything
strange on Google Maps or want to know more about a certain location ‐ just ask Diane. She will
visit the location in person and report back on what she finds.

Most Read Posts This Week

Diane Goes for You ‐ A Living Search Engine for Unknown Destinations reports back on the
destinations which Diane has visited. For example, Gino wanted to know about these scratches on
the water in a Norway fjord.
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50 MAPS EXPLORING THE
HISTORY OF NEW YORK
When exploring the history of
New York through interactive
maps there is only one place to
start  the Welikia Project . Before there wa...
LONDON 3000AD
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Diane visited the fjord and discovered that the scratches are actually tubes holding nets for
catching mussels. Like all Diane's answers that isn't all Gino got. Diane also takes pictures and
videos on her visits and interviews local people and, if necessary, contacts experts to explain
what she finds.
So, if you ever find something strange on Google Map's satellite view, contact Diane and she just
might visit the location and report back on what she saw and experienced.

It has been a while since Maps
Mania had a good Friday Fun
post. Therefore this week I
decided to make my own Friday
Fun map. Welcome to...
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OSLO POPULATION DENSITY
IN 3D
Bjørn Sandvik's Thematic
Mapping Blog has just posted
two interesting tutorials on
mapping gridbased statistics. Both tutorials
and t...
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EXPLORE THE RAINFOREST
IN 3D
This year Norwegian television
channel NRK's annual telethon
was dedicated to saving an area
of rainforest larger than Denmark and Nor...
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BERLIN'S NEW SKYLINE IN
3D
Berlin's neue Skyline is yet
another super mapped
visualization from the Berliner
Morgenpost. This one uses 3d building data
from OSM...
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MAPPING THE ATTACKS ON
SYRIAN HOSPITALS
Since March 2011 there have
been over 313 attacks on
medical facilities in Syria. These
attacks are responsible for the deaths of over
670...

Posted by Keir Clarke at 5:31 AM
+17 Recommander ce contenu sur Google

ANIMATED WEATHER MAPS
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Recently the Mapbox blog
posted a really awesome map of
Hurricane Patricia . The map
uses the Mapbox GL video
overlay capabilities to cr...
INDONESIA IS BURNING
The west's insatiable appetite
for palm oil is almost directly
responsible for one of the 21st
Century's worst environmental
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disas...

BIKE SHARING IN MOSCOW
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The Moscow design company
Urbica has analyzed the
performance statistics of the
city's bikesharing scheme,
Velobike. The analysis lo...
MAPPING SPANISH SIBERIA
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